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ABSTRACT 
PLACEMENT OF PIEZOELECTRIC ACTUATORS FOR ACTIVE 
CONTROL OF VIBRATION USING MODAL PARAMETERS
Xuegeng Zhu 
Old Dominion University, 1998 
Director Dr. Thomas E. Alberts
An equation is derived to model the piezoelectric actuators incorporation with flexible 
structures. This equation permits the comparison of the performance indices over the 
entire structure for a piezoelectric actuator with constant area, which is unachievable if 
the Finite Element Method is used for complicated structures.
An index has been developed for placement of piezoelectric actuator for control of 
vibration of a flexible structure. This index is derived from the definition of H z norm. 
Computation of the proposed index requires only the natural frequencies and 
corresponding mode shapes of the structures of interest. The method is well suited to 
large structure application because of the simplicity of the calculation. The proposed 
index is valid either for point sensor and actuator or for distributed types such as 
piezoelectric. Application of the method for different combinations of sensors and 
actuators has been discussed. Both piezoelectric patch and piezoelectric fiber actuators 
are used to verify the effectiveness o f the proposed index.
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The comparison o f H 2 and //_  norms shows good agreement for beam and plate models 
with single, three, and six modes. The comparison o f H 2 and H_ norms is also made for 
a cantilevered beam with fixed sensor location, and a simply supported plate with a 
piezoelectric fiber actuator. Agreement between those two norms as well as the proposed 
index is demonstrated through all the cases.
Imbedded piezoelectric fiber actuators, which are able to supply anisotropic control 
actuation, have an optimal fiber orientation, which is related to different structures, but 
independent of the volume fraction of the PZT fibers. Piezoelectric fiber actuator with 
volume fraction v/  < 1 creates twisting moment, which has better performance than that
of a monolithic piezoelectric patch actuator in control of twisting mode.
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NOMENCLATURE
cross-section area o f  the beam 
area of piezoelectric actuator 
constant 
area of structure
geometric constant o f piezoelectric actuator 
piezoelectric material related constants 
plate flexural rigidity
coupling constants between the applied electric field in z  direction 
and normal strains in x, y  directions
coupling constants between the applied electric field in z  direction 
and shear strain in x y  plane
coupling constant relating the electric field and the strain in 1, 2 
direction
Young’s Modulus
Young’s modulus o f  the piezoelectric actuator
difference between two impulse response functions
control force
disturbing force
n x l  point force vector
open-Ioop Frequency Response Function
control force
distributed disturbing force
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modal force
His) Frequency Response Function
H(t) Heavyside function
h thickness of the plate
I moment of inertia
[/] n x n  identical matrix
K feedback control gain matrix
K, constant
M n x n  stiffness matrix
K constant
L length of the beam
control voltage induced moment
bending moment in yz plane
M y> bending moment in zx plane
twisting moment in xy plane
[M] n x n  mass matrix
bending moment in yz plane
m  y y
bending moment in zx plane
mx> twisting moment in xy plane
H constant matrix for PZT fiber
M transformed piezoelectric constant matrix
stiffness matrices
Q x '  Q y plate shear force in z direction
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m transformed stiffness matrix
? ,(0 modal coordinate
[r„(9)] stress transformation matrix
[ T , m ] strain transformation matrix
h thickness of the beam
u State-Space input force
u control input
V proposed index
va voltage applied to the actuating piezoelectric layer
V, sensed signal
volume fraction of PZT fiber and matrix
W(x,  y,s) deflection in frequency domain
w deflection of the plate in z direction
wb width of the beam
wj external inputs including disturbances
W, ,  w; modal deflection
X State-Space variable
X time derivative of x
X,, *o input, output point coordinate
X (s) Laplace Transformation of x
Xq » X , , Xt coordinates
Ac length of the actuator
y State-Space output vector
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y  observed output
{y} n x  1 displacement vector
z error output.
p. constant
8 Daric delta function (Impulse function)
8'j Kronecker delta function
e x , £ y normal strain in x, y  directions
e , , e2 normal strain in 1, 2 direction
, d>‘0) mode shape related function
[<c] n x n  mode matrix,
0, (x ) , <f)j (jc) eigenfunction of beam
(x, y ) , <(>] ( jc , y ) plate eigenfunction
Y positive number
shear strain in xy  plane 
yI2 shear strain in 12 plane
T] , 7 7 , ,  r j 2 coordinate
v Poisson’s ratio of the plate
v I2, v 2I major, minor Poisson’s ratio
9 orientation of PZT fiber
p mass density
tra control voltage induced stress
crx, <7V normal stresses in x, y  directions
cr,, <t , normal stress in 1, 2 direction
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shear stress in xv plane 
shear stress in 12 plane 
plate natural frequency 
n x n  frequency matrix 
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1CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The approach to a typical flexible structure vibration control problem using piezoelectric 
actuators consists o f following steps:
1. Selection of piezoelectric materials with the proper properties
2. Model of the flexible structure
3. Application o f control methods
4. Prediction of the performance
If parameter optimization is desired, step 4 will be repeated with modified parameters by 
means of an optimization method until some objective function reaches its optimal value.
In recent years, much research has been devoted to modeling piezoelectric materials for 
structural control applications, applying stable and effective control methods to the 
systems, as well as optimizing the dimensions and locations for piezoelectric actuators.
The proliferation of commercially manufactured piezoelectric materials makes it possible 
to obtain piezoelectric products in many shapes [35]. As smart materials for actuators, 
however. PZT patches are most commonly used in control o f vibration and noise of 
flexible structures. In many cases, the methods of actuation and sensing use monolithic 
ceramics that exhibit in-plane isotropy. Thus, it is impossible to distinguish and actuate
The format for references in this dissertation is taken from the ASME Journal o f  
Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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any single component o f in-plane strain with these ceramics. Recently, some researchers 
have directed their efforts to finding new materials to increase the performance of 
piezoelectric actuators. Piezoelectric fiber composite actuators are among the new 
developments that are potentially interesting.
A production o f fiber/polymer composites is made possible by a relic-processing 
technique [46, 47]. This process basically involves impregnating a sacrificial woven 
carbon-fiber template material with a ceramic precursor, simply by soaking the template 
in a precursor stock solution. Careful heat treatment removes the carbon and forms a 
ceramic-fiber relic with the same shape as the original woven-fiber template. After the 
relics are stintered, they are backfilled with a polymer to form composites. Research 
indicated that a family of piezoelectric composites with a range of properties could be 
obtained through combination o f various polymer matrix materials and PZT fiber 
orientations within composites as well as the poling techniques.
Another technique used to produce piezoelectric fibers is the "sol-gel" process, which has 
received much interest because o f its simplicity, low processing temperature, chemical 
homogeneity and stoichiometry control as well as the ability to produce fibers o f uniform 
microstructure [26, 34. 51]. An investigation of the passive damping properties of 
composite structures with piezoelectric fibers indicates that resistively shunted 
piezoceramics appear to offer several advantages, including high stiffness and damping 
(loss modulus) for a potential composite constituent and tailorable frequency dependence 
[26].
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
With the availability of piezoelectric fiber composites, some research has focused on 
modeling and design of actuators using PZT fiber composites [5, 6]. Generally, the 
modeling of sensors and actuators is based on classical theory o f composite structures 
[11, 13], where sensors or actuators are treated as composite layers with coupling 
between the electric fields and the in-plane strains. The difference between a monolithic 
piezoelectric patch and a piezoelectric fiber lamina is that, the monolithic patch 
demonstrates isotropy in the in-plane direction while the fiber lamina is orthotropic 
parallel and perpendicular to the fiber direction within the lamina plane. The combination 
of two fiber laminae with a ply angle forms an anisotropic actuator. The expression for 
the effective moment induced by the actuator is derived by the integral of the stresses 
through the thickness of the laminate plate [1, 33].
The control theories used in active vibration and/or noise control can be classified as 
feedforward control, feedback control and the combination of both feedforward control 
and feedback control. In noise control cases, the feedforward control approach has been 
shown to afford substantial broadband suppression [7. 8. 41], The utilization of this 
method for structure dynamic modification has also been demonstrated.
In feedback control, many different control methods have been investigated to pursue a 
stable and effective control system. PD control [1], LQG control [22, 27, 29, 30, 42, 50], 
H 2 and H x control [31] are among the methods that have been successfully applied.
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4With the success of feedforward techniques, feedback control researchers have begun to 
explore the relationship between feedforward and feedback control methods [17]. In [17] 
it was shown that, in the case o f active noise control, a geometric arrangement of 
speakers and microphones in the standard feedforward setup allows the control designer 
to circumvent the inherent limitations o f the Bode Integral constraint that identifies 
situations in which spillover is unavoidable regardless o f the control algorithm.
In order to optimize the performance for the control system, a performance index, or 
objective function, which can properly represent the quality of the control system, is 
required. For noise control problems, the acoustic pressure [18], or the mean-square of 
the sound pressure [7. 8 ] at a selected location is a common choice, while for control of 
structural vibration, the average mean-square vibration level over the whole structure is 
adopted [41]. The electric energy required to control the structure is also used as the 
objective functions to minimize the power requirement for piezoelectric control systems.
Once the performance function is chosen, the optimum placement problem can be solved 
by choosing parameter values which lead to optimum performance. This process can be 
done either through computation [43] or experiment [31] and the results depend upon the 
characteristics o f the structure as well as the applied control law.
Kondoh et al. [2 1 ] compared the design method o f minimizing a quadratic cost function 
to that of maximizing the dissipative energy due to control action proposed by Schulz and 
Heimbold. Comparison of two methods on a four mode model of a cantilevered beam
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5was performed using simulations with a velocity feedback control law. The results 
showed that the global and local optimum locations of sensors and actuators are very 
close for both methods.
Lee and Chen [23] presented a design method which calculates sensor/actuator locations 
and feedback gain via minimization of the integrated total energy W  stored in the system. 
The energy criterion is determined with a quasi-Newton or recursive quadratic 
programming algorithm.
Kang et al. [20] studied the optimal placement of a collocated piezoelectric 
sensor/actuator for vibration control of laminated composite beams. The finite element 
method was used for the analysis of dynamic characteristics o f laminated composite 
beams with piezoelectric sensor/actuator. By means of FEM. the mass, stiffness and 
damping of all layers (including PZT) were taken into account.
Hac and Liu [15] proposed a methodology for determination o f sensor and actuator 
locations in motion control of flexible structures, which can be used before a control 
strategy is developed. The proposed approach can be realized by the computation of the 
eigenvalues o f the controllability and observability Grammians. which are independent of 
control law. Simple indices are given for a simply supported beam and a rectangular plate 
without comparison of controlled systems.
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6Redmond and Parker [38] studied the fuel-optimal actuator placement of flexible 
structures. The computational results, for an assumed two mode Euler-Bemoulli pinned- 
pinned beam with length L. showed that if the control time is long enough to reach a 
steady-state, the optimal locations appear in symmetric pairs on either side of the beam 
midpoint. For disturbances introduced at the outer extents of the beam ( x  < 0.251 or 
x > 0.75Z.). the optimal locations coincide with the antinodes o f  the 2nd mode. In the 
cases where the disturbance is more centrally located ( 0.25Z. < x < 0.75Z.). the optimal 
locations coincide with the disturbance location and its reflection about the beam 
midpoint. Finally an Actuator Location Fitness Function was suggested.
Lim [31 ] investigated the effective piezoceramic actuator placement for a flexible wing 
by experiment. The effectiveness o f piezoceramic actuators are expressed in terms of 
their contributions to the joint controllability and observability. Simulation results based 
on H z and H x control law designs indicate that closed loop performance can be 
improved significantly by selecting the most suitable locations for the actuators, and the 
performance improvement is independent o f the particular type o f control law.
Smith et al. [43] used a mathematical optimization procedure called the Sequential 
Quadratic Programming Method to minimize a suggested cost function which is the H 2 
norm o f the total system transfer matrix from the disturbance inputs to an output vector 
formed from the modal acoustic power and the feedback control signals.
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7Most research about placement optimization is related to particular structures, force 
excitation and control laws. Thus, an optimal location o f piezoelectric actuator for a 
given structure corresponding to a particular control law and a particular force excitation 
will not necessarily be the best choice for another case. Here arises the question of 
whether there are any similarities behind all those results and how to make a good choice 
which will be suitable to most/all o f  control and loading cases so that the placement 
choice can be decided before the application of control laws. That is the motivation of 
this study.
The objective o f this research is to develop a design guideline for placement of 
piezoelectric actuators for control by means of modal parameters.
The modal parameters referred to here are:
1 . natural frequencies
2 . modal damping ratios
3. modal shapes
The characteristics o f a structure can be exclusively determined by these modal 
parameters. Some other useful information, e.g. curvatures o f the mode shapes and modal 
sensitivities, can be obtained by simple calculation o f the modal parameters.
These parameters could be the results from any of the following analyses:
1. Analytical Modal Analysis
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
82. Experimental Modal Analysis (Modal Testing)
3. Finite Element Analysis
Analytical solutions are available for simple structures, e.g.. beams and plates, while 
Finite Element Analysis and Modal Testing are used to obtain modal parameters of 
arbitrarily shaped structures.
In this study. H 2 and H x methods are applied to the chosen structure. Upon comparison 
o f the optimal placement choices for both cases, similarities in both cases are further 
related to modal parameters (modal deflections, and curvatures o f the modal shapes).
An index for placement choice is suggested based on the investigation of the 
relationships between the modal parameters o f the structure and the control properties. 
This index is verified by case studies for a cantilevered beam and a simply supported 
rectangular plate. Both piezoelectric patch and piezoelectric fiber composite lamina are 
utilized to demonstrate the effectiveness of the recommended design method.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
9CHAPTER n
MODELING OF PIEZOELECTRIC FIBER COMPOSITE
ACTUATOR
A piezoelectric fiber composite actuator consists of piezoelectric fibers and a host 
structure, referred to as the matrix. The PZT fibers provide the predominant composite 
stiffness, strength and active control effort, while the passive matrix serves to protect the 
PZT fibers, and facilitates load sharing among the fibers. It is assumed that the 
piezoelectric fibers are uniformly spaced, and parallel.
2.1 Constitutive Equations for Matrix and Piezoelectric Fiber Materials
In figure 2.1, direction 1 is aligned with the PZT fibers, and the transverse direction is the 






e . * ,  2 0  ■ O','
e2 . = * 2, *22 0 <O 2
.7.2. m 0 0 V m T l2 .
where £, : normal strain in 1  direction,
£, : normal strain in 2  direction,
shear strain in 1 2  plane, 
normal stress in 1  direction, 
normal stress in 2  direction, 
: shear stress in 1 2  plane,
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3
□  PZT fiber
□  Matrix
Figure 2.1 Piezoelectric fiber composite actuator
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[S.y ] : compliance matrix.
The subscript m indicates that the subscripted entity is associated with the matrix 




S = S  = V ‘ 2  — —
° 1 2  2 1  c  ~
h l
=




Young’s modulus in I direction,
Young’s modulus in 2  direction,
Gp : shear modulus in 1 2  plane,
vp : major Poisson’s ratio,
v,, minor Poisson’s ratio.
For isotropic materials, £ , = £ ,  and v 1 2  = v 21. If the fibers are piezoelectric, the 
coupling between the electric field and the mechanical field is described by an additional 
term in the constitutive equation, i.e. [49]:
(2.2)
' ~S H 5 ,2 0  ■ <7 ’* 3. '
£ 2 .  = S * ^22 0 « <?2 ► + ^ 2-  t *32
7 .2 . /




where V electric field in 3 direction,
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ta : thickness of the piezoelectric fiber layer,
d 3l : coupling constant relating the electric field and the strain in 1  direction,
d 3 , : coupling constant relating the electric field and the strain in 2  direction.
The subscript /  indicates that the subscripted entity is associated with the piezoelectric 
fiber. For isotropic piezoelectric fiber materials d 3l = dn .
The strain/stress relationships (2.1), (2.2) can be also expressed using stiffness matrices 
as:
(2.3)
<7. ~ Q u 2 , 2 0  '
r ^
• = Q n Q 22 0 • £ 2
. V m 0 0 Q ( &  _ m y 1 2 .














where [Qtj]m and [QtJ]f are stiffness matrices for matrix and piezoelectric fiber 
materials respectively. The terms of [£?,;] are:
E t
Qn = l - v „ v1 2  2 !
2 , 2  ~ Qn ~
Vj2E 2 _ Vn El




2 6 6  = Gl2
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2.2 Constitutive Equations For Piezoelectric Fiber Composite Actuator
Based on the Classical Laminated Plate Theory [13], perfect bonding at the interface is 
assumed so no slip occurs between piezoelectric fiber and matrix materials. The fiber and 
matrix materials are assumed to be linearly elastic and homogeneous, and the 
piezoelectric fiber is regularly spaced and perfectly aligned.
To combine the PZT fiber and matrix, it is commonly assumed [16] that in the 1 
direction:
£c[ ~ £,\ = £m\ (2-5)
CTcl =  <7 flv ,+<Tm lv™ (2 .6 )
and in the 2  direction:
< ? c 2  = o-fz = a n,z (2-7)
e c2 = e f 2 v f + e m2v m (2 .8 )
with regard to rotation about the 3 axis it is assumed that:
r L-|2 =  *  f \ 2  =  T»12 (2.9)
T e n  =  X / . 2 V/  + Z „ i 2 v m ( 2 - 1 0 )
In equations (2.5) to (2.10), subscripts c, f  m denote composite actuator, piezoelectric
fiber and matrix respectively. The v/  and v,,, are volume fraction of PZT fiber and
matrix v, + v„ = 1 .I m
To apply equations (2.5) to (2.10), equations (2.3) and (2.4) have to be re-arranged. First 
solve the second equation in (2.3) and (2.4) for s f2 and e m 2 , the third equation in (2.3)
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and (2.4) for y fl2 and y ml2, then substitute e f2 and y fl2 into the first equation of (2.4), 
e n2 and y nl2 into the first equation of (2.3). Equations (2.3) and (2.4) become:
V QnQn o ' £i '
e2 = QnQn
1
Qn 0 « o 2
712, m 0 0
!
a*. m 7.2.
CTl] 0 — —  ^ .1  £>~
Qn
Qn o ‘ e . ¥/




Qn 0 • + —t
Qn
Qn 1 0 d 32
17.2 J , 0 0 I&6_ / 7 .2 .
a
f 0 0 0 /
0
From equations (2.5) to (2.10):
<7 <r. O’.
£ 2 . =  . • v /  +■ £ 2





e . e .
O  2 ► =: - ^ 2 . = . a 2
7 .2 . c 7 .2 . / 7 .2 .
(2.14)
therefore the combination of equations (2 . 1 1 ) and (2 . 1 2 ) yields:
/





C2 ► = Qn G z 2 0 v/  +
Qn
Qn Qn 0
« O  2
7 .2 . c I
0 0 &»_ /
0 0 &6. m ; 7 .2 .
"<s|cS
+d?i 0 0 '<*3.
Ol2-
Qn I 0 « <*32
0 0 0 0
- - /
(2 .1 5 )
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Finally solve the second equation of (2.15) for a , ,  third equation of (2.15) for f 12, and 
substitute <7 , ,  r I 2  into the first equation of (2.15). Thus equation (2.15) can be re­
arranged as:
< 7 e i d , x
c r . • = \ a l - £ 2 t  J
d  32




where \q \  is the stiffness matrix for composite actuator and \p \f  is the constant matrix 
for PZT fiber.




.T>2 . 7.2, 0
The [q] and [p\ matrices are both 3x3  with elements:
Q n  ~  Q n U  Vm "*■ 2 / 1 1  V]
( f i -1 2  - Q f n ) 2 v mv f  
Q m 2 2 V f  + Q f Z 2 V m
_  r \  _  Q m \ l Q f Z l V m +  Q m 2 l Q f \ 2 V f
'dv. ~ t i 2 1  ~
Q m 2 2 V f  +  2  f 2 2 V m
q  _  Q m n Q f n
Q m Z l V f  +  Q f 2 2 V m
  ^ n 6 6 ^  f  66
i i 6 6  ~  ~  ~
Qm66Vf +Qf66Vm
Qn = 2  23 = Qn = 2  32 = 0
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_  V f  ( Q m n Q f \ 2 V m '*’ Q m Z l Q f U V f  ^ ~ Q f l l Q f 2 1 V m Q  f l 2 V  m )
P l ' Q m 2 2 V f  +  Q f 2 2 V m
_  V f ^ Q m Z l Q f \ 2 V f  ~i~ ( 2 m l 2 Q f Z 2 V m )
P1 2  ~  „
Q m 2 1 V f  +  C ? /2 2 V *
_  Q m 2 l Q f l 2 V f
P - 1 ~
2 m 2 2 V/  ^ ~ Q f 2 2 V m
Q m Z l Q / 2 2 V /
P 2 2  =  --------- ----------
Q m 2 2 V f  + 2 / 2 2 Vm 
P \ 3  =  P 2 3  =  P 3 3  =  P 3 1  =  P 3 2  =  ®
[<2 ] is a symmetric matrix but [p] is not ( p n *  p 2l).
2 3  Transform ation of Fiber O rientation
If the piezoelectric fibers remain parallel to one-another, but are rotated by angle 0 such 
that their principal material coordinates 1 , 2  are oriented with respect to the global 
structural coordinates x, y  as shown in figure 2 .2 , the stresses and strains corresponding to 





For strain and piezoelectric coupling constant:
*  *
£ 2 >=[re(0 )]- e .v
7.2. Y„
(2.19)
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y
Figure 2.2 Principal material coordinates and global structural coordinates.
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<*3. d z
d  3 2 II d x
0 d„
(2.20)
where [Ta (d)], [r£(0)] are the stress transformation matrix and strain transformation 
matrix respectively; d z , d Y, are the coupling constants between the applied electric 
field in z direction and normal strains in x, y  directions, and shear strain in xy plane.
lr.(0)]=
*>c~ s ' 2 cs
■>s ' c~ - 2  cs
— cs cs ■y ■>c~ -  s '
yc* ys cs
ys ' yc~ - c s
— 2  cs 2 cs c~ - s '
(2.2 !)
(2.22)
where c = cosd and s = s in0  . Substimting equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.20) into equation 
(2.17):
(2.23)
The transformed stiffness matrix and transformed piezoelectric constant matrix are 
defined as:
O',
° \ v ►=Era (0 ) r f e ] [ r c (0 )].
e ,





= ^A 0 )V \Q ][T e{B)] 
\p]=[Ta m T l [p][Tcm ]
(2.24)
(2.25)
Then equation (2.23) becomes:
O ' ,







(2 .2 6 )
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T he term s o f  above tw o  m atrices are:
Qu = 0 U c o s4 0 + 0 2 2  s in 4 0  +  2 ( £ I2 +  2(2 fi6 ) s in 2 0 c o s2 0  
Qn  = (Q ii +Q?l - 4£?66) s in 2 0 c o s2 0 +£}I, ( c o s 4 0  +  s in 4 0 )
Q22 = Qn s*n4 ® + Qzt cos4 8 + 2(Qn + 2Q66) sin2 8 cos2 8  
2 1 6  =(2a -  Q n  -2Q 66)cos3 0 sin 0 - (Qj, -(2 I2 - 2 0 66)co s0 sin 3 0 
026  =(Qii - 2 n  — 2066)cos0 sin30 — (022  - 2 i2 - 2 See) cos3 0 sin0  
See = (2 u + £22  - 2 0 ,2  - 2 (2 ^ ) sin2 0  cos2 0 +Qgg(cos4 0 + sin4 0 ) 
P11 = P11c o s4  ® + P22 s^ 4 ® + 2 (Pi2 + 2 Pj6 )sin2 0 cos2 0  
P12 = (Pn + P22 _ 4p6e)sin2  ^cos2 0 + /?I2(cos4 0 +sin 4 0 )
P 22 = P 11 s i ° 4 0 + P 22 cos4 ® + 2(Pt2 + 27*66) sin2 0  cos2 0 
Pie =(Pn P 12 ~2p66) cos3 0 sin0 — ( / ? 2 2  — P 12 -2 /> 6e)cos0sin30 
P 26 = (Pu  P 12 ~ 2pg6)cos0sin3 0 —(.P2 2  ~  Pn  - 2 ^ ) co s3 0 sin0 
Pee =(P,i + P 22 ~ 2 Pi2 -2 p 6 e ) s in 2 0 co s20 +  ^ ( c o s 4 ^ + s in 4 0)
From  equation (2 .20 ):
d x d 3 l
d y » = [ 7 ; ( 0 ) r . d n ►




S ~ c s
-1
'  d j l
= s 2
*»
c ~ - c s « d n
— 2 c s  2  c s c z  - s 2 0
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" *» c~ s ' — cs
*>s ' 1c~ cs «d  3 2  f






for the isotropic PZT fiber d 3l = d 32 = d , therefore:
r  -\
d x d
- = • d
d n 0
This implies that an isotropic PZT fiber can not generate shear strain itself. However, it 
does create shear stress due to the coupling in [p] matrix o f equation (2.26) after the 
rotation of angle Q . That represents a significant difference between PZT fiber and PZT 
patch actuators.
Equation (2.26) can also be applied to PZT patch by letting:
v , = 1
v« = 0  
c — cos 6 = 1
s = sin# = 0
it is also noted that form equation (2.27):
d z ’d$\




Equation (2.30) holds for PZT patch which is not necessarily isotropic. When the PZT 
patch is isotropic, d 3l = d 32. For a beam, equation (2.26) reduces to:
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<*X = Que x - - f - P n d 3i
= E e r — 31 (2-31)
on
« x = ^ * + “ rf31E tn
(2.32)
Equation (2.26) is applicable to piezoelectric fiber or patch actuators, but equation (2.32) 
is a special case, i.e., for a one-dimensional problem. These two equations will be used to 
incorporate the piezoelectric actuators into plate and beam structures.
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CHAPTER m
DYNAMIC MODEL OF A BEAM WITH PIEZOELECTRIC
ACTUATORS
In this chapter, the dynamic model of a cantilevered beam with a pair of piezoelectric 
patch actuators is derived to study the transfer property between control voltage and 
response o f the beam structure.
3.1 Effectiveness of Piezoelectric Patch
If a voltage Va(x,t)  is applied to a pair of actuating piezoelectric layers, as shown in
figure 3.1, it induces a longitudinal stress G a given by [37]:
< r.(x ,0  = —^ 3I Va{x,t) (3.1)
where 3 1  : the electric charge constant of the piezoelectric actuator,
Ea : the Young’s modulus of the piezoelectric layer.
t a : the thickness of the piezoelectric layer.
The bending moment M a due to this stress can be calculated by:
= Ead 3l wb (ta + tb )Va (x, t)
= CaVa{x,t) (3 .2)






Figure 3.1 A beam with piezoelectric patch
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where tb '■ the thickness of the beam,
wb : the width of the beam,
C : the geometric constant:
(3.3)
3.2 Partial Differential Equation and Boundary Conditions
The differential equation of a piezoelectric composite beam is given by:






: moment of inertia,
: mass density,
: cross-section area of the beam.
(3.4)
The Boundary Conditions for a cantilevered beam clamped at x  = 0 are:
dv(0,r)
El





= 0, El d 3 y(L,t)  
dx 3
=  0
where L is the length of the beam.
(3-5)
3 3  Solution to the Partial Differential Equation
The equation (3.4) can be re-written as:




EI(x ) d 2 y(jc,f)
d x2
p A d l y ( * ' ' ) = - f r [CcV<,(x,')]  
dt~ dx~
(3.6)
For free vibration Va (x,t)  = 0 . Separation of variables is assumed in the form:




The modal deflection y,(x,t) = tf>i(x)qi(t) must satisfy the homogeneous part of equation 
(3.6) and all the Boundary Conditions (3.5), i.e.:
dx2
E I(x ) d % (x )
dx2
q{ (r) +  pA0 , (x)q , (r) = 0 (3.8)





— pA(oi<pi (x) \q, ( r )= 0 (3.9)






-pA co i<pi( x )= 0 (3.10)
For an uniform beam, El is a constant. The eigenfunction (p,(x), satisfying the equation 
(3.10) and boundary condition (3.5), has the form:
(x) — —j===’[cosh fiiX — cos fUjX — ki (sinh fitx  — sin P,x)\ i=l,2,-** (3.11)
■yjpAL
where:
_  sinh /?-L — sin/?.Z, 
cosh PtL  + cos /J,L
i = l ,2 , -  (3.12)
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and fit is the i th root of the following equation:
26
1  +  cosh /J,Lcos /?,L = 0 f —1*2.- (3.13)
with corresponding natural frequency:
E I
to, = A \  —  
\P A
i= 1 ,2 ,-  (3.14)
The orthogonality of the eigenfunctions are expressed as:
/ ,7 = 1 ,2 ,-  (3.15)
and
r*- d 2 £ /(x )
d% {x)
dx2
dx = to2<5wi '■'i/ /, 7 = 1 ,2 ,- (3.16)
Therefore, integration of equation (3.8) multiplied by <t>] (x) leads to:
fi>f^ ( 0  + ^ ( 0  = 0  
The corresponding non-homogeneous equation (3.6) can be re-written as:
qi {t) + (0 2qi(t) = f i (x,t)
(3.17)
(3.18)
Since the piezoelectric actuator covers the beam at the region of [ xx ,x 2  ], the modal force 
fi(x,t)  can be expressed by the following equation:
d 2= l  < P i(x )^[C aVa(x,t)]dx
= jot CaVa(r)0I( x ) i i - [ / f ( x - x 1 ) - ^ ( x - x , ) ] d x  (3.19)
dx
where H  is Heavyside’s step function defined as:
fO t< t0
l l  t> tn
(3.20)




where S  is the Dirac delta function (Impulse function) whose n th derivative is defined 
by [36]. Thus equation (3.19) can be written as:
where Ax is the length of the actuator and x0 = AlfL is the center point of the actuator. 
Equation (3.22) is an approximation when the piezoelectric actuator is short in the x  
dimension. This is generally considered an acceptable approximation when Ax is much 
less than half the shortest significant wave length. It indicates that the effectiveness of the 
piezoelectric actuator is proportional to the second derivatives of the mode shape, i.e. the 
curvature. Thus a piezoelectric actuator at the location corresponding to the mode shape’s 
greatest curvature would have maximum control authority over that mode. This equation 
permits the discussion of the placement problem without consideration of geometry of the 
piezoelectric actuators, and without consideration of the discontinuity in the equation
d<t>, (x 2) d^(X j)  
dx______ dx—  [ - ( * 2 - x ,) ]
(3.22)
(3.19).
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The Laplace Transformation of equation (3.18) leads to:
(j ! + <B,2 ) & (s) = - C.  (s)
ax
Qi( s )  _  CaAx 3V, (jc0) 
Va(s) (s 2 +Ct)z) dxz
From equation (3.7):
(3.23)
y (jt,5 ) = 2 ^ ( x ) e i(j)
1=1
The transfer function between the control voltage (at x0) and response (at x )  is 
expressed as:
! < £ £ ) =  j > ( x ) a i£ >  
v. ( j ) s r  v.(j>
( 3 - 2 4 )
The exact form of the transfer function between the control voltage (at x0) and response 
(at x ) can be written as:
90, (x,) 90{ (x2)
0,-00
yfel,- c .£ 9x 9x (3.25)
vao )  “ t r  *-+*>-
The error due to the approximation is evaluated by the following integration:
Error = J e 2dt (3.26)
where e is the difference between the impulse response of equation (3.24) and that of 
equation (3.25), and t is the time period. The error is calculated corresponding to the area
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of the piezoelectric actuator for a three mode model. The center of the piezoelectric 
actuator is fixed at the center of the beam. Figure 3.2 shows that the error is relatively 
small up to Aa / As =  0.3, where Aa is the area of the piezoelectric actuator, and As is 
the area of the beam. Figure 3.3 shows the impulse response functions corresponding to 
the approximation and the exact solution for Aa I A s = 0.5. The impulse response 
function of the approximation is very close to that of the exact solution.
Equation (3.24) shows that the effectiveness of the piezoelectric actuators depends upon 
the local curvature at the location of the actuator. As is well known, the effectiveness of 
generalized point force actuators is related to the modal deflections. Equation (3.24) 
indicates a major difference for placement considerations between generalized point force 
actuators and piezoelectric actuators. This property will be further verified through plate 
case in the following chapters.












0.60.2 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.90.1 0.3 0.8
Aa/As
Figure 3.2 Error of the approximation for a cantilevered beam 
(Center of the piezoelectric actuator 0.5 m)















Figure 3.3 Comparison of impulse response functions for a cantilevered beam
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CHAPTER IV 
DYNAMIC MODEL OF AN ISOTROPIC PLATE WITH 
PIEZOELECTRIC FIBER COMPOSITE ACTUATORS
4.1 Effectiveness o f the Piezoelectric Fiber Composite Actuators
Figure 4.1 shows an isotropic plate with a pair of PZT fiber actuators. The pair of 
actuators are surface bonded to the plate such that principal material directions o f the 
active fiber in both pieces are parallel and form an angle 0 with the x axis. The origin of 
the coordinates is set at the midplane about the xy  plane.
The bending moments and shear forces of the isotropic plate can be expressed as [39]:
rd 2w 3 2 w '' r- +  v  —
dx dy~
M ... = - D
M  = - D ( l - V )
f  2 2 "\a w  a w
— r -  +  V — -
dy~ dx~\ J /
d 2w
dxdy
Q r  =  - D  —
x dx
d 'w  d 'w
O = - D —  
- dv
d f  d 2w d 2w ^ 
+
dx2 dy2
where M  : bending moment in yz plane,
(4.1)
M  : bending moment in zx plane,














^ b /2  ^ t a  ______________
'  t  . "  x
(C )
Figure 4.1 An isotropic plate with a pair o f PZT fiber actuators
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M n '■ twisting moment in xy plane.
Oz : shear force as shown in figure 4 .1 a.
O v : shear force as shown in figure 4.1 a.
w : deflection of the plate in z  direction, 
v  : Poisson's ratio of the plate,
D : plate flexural rigidity which is defined as:
1 2 0 - 1 0
where E  : Young’s Modulus of the plate, 
h : thickness o f the plate.
(4.2)






F m)rriyy =  1
mn r » .
z d z
bending moment in yz plane, 
bending moment in zx plane, 
twisting moment in xy plane, 
thickness o f the isotropic plate,
thickness o f the PZT fiber actuators as shown in figure 4.1c.
(4.3)
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The stress vector in equation (4.3) is expressed in equation (2.26) which includes two 
parts: a passive stress term due to the stiffness o f the actuator and an active voltage- 
induced stress term. The passive stress term changes the local stiffness of the structure 
and leads to discontinuity o f the structural properties at the actuator’s edge which renders 
the problem untractable unless Finite Element Method is used. The active term represents 
the coupling between the mechanical field and electric field which is the output of the 
controller in practice. Customarily, the stiffness of the actuators is neglected in the 
analytical approach [4, 32] because, compared with the structure, the thickness o f the 
actuators is relatively small. In addition, the PZT actuators considered (either isotropic or 
fiber composite) are small relative to the size of the structure. Thus it is reasonable to 
assume that the stiffness of the patch is small enough to be neglected. Therefore equation 
(2.26) can be approximated as:
To obtain bending moments, the poling directions of the pair of PZT fiber actuators and 
the applied control voltage must be correctly connected.
In figure 4.2 either of poling arrangements (a) or (b) ensures a pure bending moment 
[52], and in either case equation (4.5) can be written as:
(4.4)
Substituting equation (4.4) into equation (4.3) leads to:
h
(4.5)
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P o lin g  d ire c tio n
(b)
P o lin g  d ire c tio n
(a)
Figure 4.2 Poling directions and the applied control voltages.
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where




™ *y. J *
z dz








c z =(h + ta )(pud x +  p l2 d  v + p x6d „ )
Cy ={h + ta ) (p2ld x +  p 22d y + p ^ d ^ )
C ry = ( h +  t .  )( P 6 l d x  +  p 6 2 d y  +  p „ d v  ) 
For piezoelectric patch actuator, C x = C v and C„ = 0
(4.6)
(4.7)
4.2 Partial Differential Equation of Motion for a Plate
The equation of motion for a plate with actuators can be written as:
dz(M xx- m xx) BZ(M „ - m „ )  9 2(Af - m „ )  B2W






: deflection of plate in z direction as shown in figure 4. lc, 
: mass density,
: thickness of plate,
: distributed disturbance force.
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Since , m vy. m n represent control effort, re-arrange the equation (4.8) as:
(d*M „  | | d 'M .
dx2 dxdy dy2
f  a 2  c m.
dx '




. d 'w  
+ Ph— T~ d r
(4.9)
Substituting equation (4.6) into equation (4.9) and noticing equation (4.1), the equation of 
Motion for the plate vibration can be written as:
£>V4  u’ + phw = f c(x .y. t)  + f j ( x , y , i )  (4.10)
where V 2  is the Laplacian Operator-.
_■> d 'w  d 'w  V 'w  = — r  + — -  
dx' dy'
x n i i ^ r z  \  d * w  c>4w d *wV w = V IV h I= — — + 2 — ;— ^ + — -
V 7  dx dx 'dy2 dy4
and f c (x. y.  t ) is the control force which has the form of:
d2V d2V d2V
f c(x ,y , t )  = Cx — ^  + 2Cn +
dx dxdy cy~
(4.11)
since the piezoelectric actuators cover only a small rectangular area x = [x ,.x ,] and 
3 5  shown in figure 4.1, the control electric field Va is a function of 
coordinates and time. The Heavyside function can be introduced to Va to describe such a 
discontinuity [9,48]:
K  = K  ( 0 [ t f  (x  -  X,) -  H ( X  -  X , ) ] [ / /(y  -  y ,)  -  H ( y  -  y , ) ]  (4.12)
where Va (t) is the magnitude of the control voltage applied to actuators.
Substitution o f equation (4.12) into equation (4.11) leads to:
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f f x . y . t )  = Va{t ) \Cx d 1H ( x - x l ) d 2H ( x - x 2)
dxz dx2
[ H ( y - y x) - H ( y - y 2)]
2 C , d H ( x - x {) d H ( x - x 2)
dx dx
d H ( y - y ,) d H ( y - y 2)~| 
dy dy J
+- C\ [H(x -  x , ) -  H(x -  x 2)] d 2H ( y - y ,)  d 2H ( y - y 2)
dy2 dy2
= K(')\cx d 8 ( x - x x) d S { x - x 2) 
dx dx
[ H ( y - y x) - H { y - y 2j\
+ 2C [5(x - x x) - S { x - x 2 )][<J(y 8 ( y  -  )]
+ C v [ / / (x -  x ,) -  H(x -  x 2)] d d ( y - y ,) d S ( y - y 2)
dy dy
(4.13)
Note that the n th derivative of the Dirac delta function is defined:
j , 4. ,  4) 
dt dt
where <p(t) is an arbitrary function. Equation (4.13) is widely used to model the 
piezoelectric actuators for vibration control of plate structures. The Heaveside function 
and Dirac delta function in equation (4.13) cause discontinuity within the plate structure. 
Analysis o f the system using equation (4.13) requires the Finite Element Method [40. 45]. 
which can be computationally expensive. This problem will be solved in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V 
VIBRATION ANALYSIS OF A SIMPLY SUPPORTED 
RECTANGULAR PLATE
The dynamic model o f piezoelectric actuators has been created in the preceding chapter. 
The control force due to piezoelectric actuation is to be transferred into modal 
coordinates. Discontinuity at the edge of the piezoelectric actuators will be eliminated by 
approximation based on the Cauchy Integration Theory. An unique equation is to be 
derived to simplify the transfer function between the piezoelectric actuators and the 
response of the structures.
5.1 Equation of Motion
The Equation of Motion for the plate vibration is given by equations (4.10), and (4.13). 
For convenience, the equation is repeated here:
£>V4  w + phw = f c(x, y, t) + f d (x, y , t) (5 . 1 )
where D : plate flexural rigidity defined by equation (4.2),
P : mass density,
h thickness of plate,
f d disturbance force,
f e : control force which has the form of equation (4.13).
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The deflection of the plate can be written as the summation of harmonic displacements of 
each mode:
w(x, y, t) =  j r  w(. (x, y, t)  = jT 0(. (x, y )q, (r) (5.2)
1=1 i= i
Therefore, the bending moments M a  and M  )y, the twisting moment the shear 
forces Qx and Qy can be expressed as:
M a  (x, y, t) =  jT M  ™ (x, y)qt (f)
i= l




Qx (x, y, r) = G*:* (x, y)?,. (r)
/=I
2  v (x, y, r) = j j jG ? ’ (*, y)$. (f)
i=i
5.2 Free Vibration
According to equation (5.2),
wi (x, y ,t)  = 0 ,(x , y)qi{t) (5.4)
where <p, (x, y) is the / th modal shape with natural frequency . For harmonic motion:
qi(t) = -Q ? q i(t) (5.5)
Substitution of equation (5.4) into equation (5.1) leads to:
D V > , (x, y) = phQ;tpi (x, y) (5.6)
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The orthogonality relation and normalization condition can be stated as:
J  ph(pi (x, y}pj (x, y)dA  = St/ (5.7)
A
where 5 iy is the Kronecker delta symbol with property:
Equation (5.7) is known as the orthonormality relation of the free vibration modes 
associated with equation (5.6).
If the j: dimension of the plate is a, and the y dimension of the plate is b, as shown in 
figure 4.1, the boundary conditions for simply supported case are:
0 ,(jc,O) = A O * ,O )= O
<pi (x,b) = M “)(x ,b )= 0
0,(O,y) = M ^(O ,y) = O
(5.8)
<t>i (a,y)  = M '£ (a ,y )=  0  
The solution of equation (5.6), subject to the boundary condition (5.8), is given by:
, , , . . mjtx . njcy<p, (x, y) = Am sin------ sm —— m = 1,2,3, •••; n = 1,2,3,- (5.9)
where are constants, and the natural frequencies of the plate are:
Q  = Q  = J —
~  y p h
r m J t  N rut (5.10)
Substituting the eigenfunctions 0, (x, y) into the normalization condition (5.8) leads to:
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A™ = r r* , . ■) mice . nicy . , Jo p h s m ~  s in ' — —dxdy ■yjabph
thus, equation (5.9) results in:
, , , + , x 2  . mice . nicv0, (x, y) = (x, y) =  sin -------sm— -
■Jabph a b
m  =  1,2,3, n = 1,2,3, ••• (5.11)
5 3  Forced Vibration
Substituting equation (5.2) into equation (5.1) leads to:
ph0t (x, >•)[<?, (r) + Cl;qi (r)]=  f c (x, y, t) + / rf (x, y, r) (5.12)
i=l
multiplying both sides of equation (5.12) by (x, y) and integrating over the area A  of 
the plate leads to:
, (r) +  Cl;qi (r)]f ph<pi (x, y)<p; (x, y)dA
<=i A
= £  fc (x, y. y)dA + £  / rf (x, y, t)01 (x, y)<£4 (5.13)
Upon application of the orthogonality relation (5.7), equation (5.13) becomes:
q, (r) +  Clfq, (t) = Fe(i) (t) + F jt} (t) (5.14)
where
Fc0) (t) =  £  f c (x, y, r)0f (x, y)dA (5.15)
Fd" (r> = £  y* (x> y ) ^  (5-16)
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For linear systems, the solution of equation (5.14) can be considered as superposition of 
the responses to the disturbance force F j° (t) and that to the control force Fcu) (t) .
53.1 Excited by a  Point Force
Notice that the f d(x ,y , t ) in equation (5.16) is a distributed force. If the disturbance
comes from a point control force f 0 ( jc, y, t) at location (x0, y 0 ) , it can be presented as:
where 8  is the Dirac delta function, substituting equation (5.17) into equation (5.16) 
results in:
f d (x , y, t) = /„ (x, y , t )8 (x -  x0  )<5(y -  y0) (5.17)
F™(x, y,t)  = £  f d (x, y , t ) ^  (x, y)dA
= f 0(t)<Pi(xQ, y Q) 
Substituting equation (5.1 1 ) into equation (5.18) results in:
(5.18)
Fd‘\ x , y , t )  = m Jtx.





Therefore, in the absence of control effort, equation (5.14) becomes:
(5.21)
The Laplace Transform of equation (5.21) yields:
(s2 +Qf)Qi{s) = C ? F 0{s) (5.22)
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From equation (5.22), the transfer function between the disturbance force and the i th 
modal response is found:
<5.23,
F0(s) s - + Q ;
The Laplace Transform o f  equation (5.2) yields:
W'{x.y.s) = '£ j , ( x * y )Q . ( s ) (5.24)
/=l
Substimting equation (5.23) into equation (5.24) results in:
= ± ^ y } f 2 _  (5.25,
F 0( s )  t T  s ‘ + Q ;
Substituting equation (5.11), equation (5.20) into equation (5.25) leads to:
F0(x0, y 0,s)
v  4 . mnxQ . nnyQ . mitx . nrcy
= >   T— n s m ------ - s in — — sin------sm —  (5.26)
T f  abph\s~ + Q ;) a b a b
where (x 0 .y 0) and (x .y ) are the coordinates of the driving and response points, 
respectively.
5.3.2 Excited by Voltage
The modal control force F f f t )  can be calculated by substituting equation (4.13) into 
equation (5.15) and taking note of equation (4.14):
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Fc" (0  = J[ fc  (*» y* Ofr (x, y)dA
= y M c - l
dS(x -  x ,) d S { x ~  :r ,)
dx dx
[ H ( y - y x)~  H ( y - y 2)]0,(x,y)eU
+ 2CV £  [<?(x -  x ,) -  S ( x  -  x 2 )][<?(y -  y t ) -  S ( y  -  y z )]^, (x, y)  dA
+  c ; £ [ / / ( x - x , ) - / / ( x - x 2 ) ]
d 8 { y - y x) dS(y  -  y 2)
dy dy
<f>l(x .y )dA\
M c . i
d$,{x2,y)  d<f>,{xx, y j
dx dx
\H(y  -  y , ) -  tf(y  -  y 2 )\dy
+ 2C n £  y ,  (*i , y ) - j ,  ( X 2 . y )] [8{y -  y x) - 8 ( y  -  y 2)]dy






+  2 C «  y, ( * i  ) -  A  ( * 2 * y\) -  A  ( W : ) +  (xi ’ J>2)]
+ c - f
d&,(x.y2) d 0 , ( x , y x)
dy dy
dx\
= K ( ‘)C'ca) (5.27)
where
r - f c . r
d£(x ;,,y ) d # (x ,,y )
dx dx
dy
+ 2C« k  (*., J'i ) -  ( * 2  ) -  <t>, (*. ^ 2 ) + <t>t ( * 2 , y 2)]
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Equation (5.28) is an exact expression for C(c° , which can be used to determine the
constant for rectangular shaped structures with analytical expressions for the mode 
shapes.
Recall the Cauchy Integration Theory:
If function f i x )  is a continuous and integrable function defined in area [a, b], there 
exists a point £ e  [a,b] such that the following equation holds:
£  f ( x )  dx = (b — a) / ( £ )
Equation (5.28) can be modified by applying the above integration theory:
^ ,U ,,7 7  2) a 0 ,(x ,,n ,) ‘
Cin = iC .
dx dx
+ 2C« U , . y  i ) -  0, (■*2 . >'i) -  <t>i ( *i, y 2 )+0 , U 2 ’ -v2 )]
+ c. d<Pj ( ^ i , y , ) (jc2 -x,) (5.29)
dy dy
where e  [ r ,, x 2 ]; 7 7 ,, 7 7 , e  [y ,, y , ]. Equation (5.29) is also an exact form as long as 
the appropriate points 77,, rj2 are found. An alternative choice is to select the
midpoints such that:
y, + y-y77=77, =772
then an approximation of equation (5.29) is written as:
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C ’ H c .
dx dx (y 2 -  y ,)
+ 2 ^ .  (x ,, y ,) -  0 { ( x , , y ,) -  0 , (x,, y2) + ^  ( x , , y , )]
+  C . ’d fc (£ .y 2) <tyi(£.yi)
dy dy ( * 2  " - O
(5.30)
As the purpose of this research, the location is under investigation in which the 
application of PZT actuators leads to an optimal solution in a sense of effectiveness for 
most control methods. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the applied PZT 
actuators have relatively small dimensions by comparison to the modal wave length. 
When (x,, y , ) approaches (x2, y 2), equation (5.30) can be further approximated as:
d ^ ( x , , 7 7 ) d ^ (x ,,r 7 )
c r  = dx dx
( * 2  ~  )
(x 2  - X ,  Xy2  - y j
+ 2  c . Pi (*i. y>) -  P, (xz . y i ) Pi (*> (*2 . y :)
x. — X , X, - x ,
(x, - x 2)
+ C V dv dv
y 2 - y t
(x 2 -  x i Xy: -  y ,)
A.  j c .  + 2 C„ +  c . r ' * ' '
dx 2 dxdy dv 2
(5.31)
where Aa = (x 2  - x ,) ( y ,  — y ,)  is the area of an actuator and (£ ,q) is chosen as the 
central point of Aa . The coefficients Cx, C„ , and Cy in equation (5.31) are determined
by the properties of the piezoelectric actuators (either piezoelectric fiber actuators or
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piezoelectric patch actuators) while the effectiveness of the modal force also depends 
upon the second derivatives of the mode shapes. Equation (5.31) is a continuous function 
over the entire structure, which solves the discontinuity problem in equation (4.13) and 
can be computed without application of Finite Element Method, even for complicated 
structures. This is a significant benefit for the calculation of the indices over an entire 
structure with very large number of nodes. By taking Aa as a constant, one is able to 
compare the actuation performance of piezoelectric actuators with fixed area.
The modal response to the control voltage is governed by:
qi(t) + n ; q i{t) = Cll)Va(‘) (5.32)
Similar to the steps from equation (5.21) to equation (5.26), the transfer function between 
the control voltage and / th modal response can be easily written as:
Qi(s) C (cn
H c ( s )  = Va(s) s - + n f
The transfer function from control voltage to global response is:
= y i y - r t = (X, ,,) - J l L .
Va(s) f t  s '+Clr
Using the approximate form equation (5.31), equation (5.34) results in: 





c  a20,(g,t7) , 2C d24>i(Z,Ti) t c  d2h(g,ri)
dx2 d x d y d y 2
(5.35)
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If a rectangular piezoelectric actuator covers the area x e  [jc, , x 2 ] and y e  [yt, y : ], the 
exact form of the transfer function between the control voltage and response can be 
derived using equation (5.28):
The error due to the approximation can be evaluated by equation (3.26). The error is 
calculated corresponding to the area of the piezoelectric actuator for a three mode model. 
The center of the piezoelectric actuator is fixed at the center of the rectangular plate and
the ratio of the widths of the piezoelectric actuator is fixed as =  £ , where a and b are
the widths of the rectangular plate. Figure 5.1 shows that the error is relatively small up 
to Aa /  As = 0.1, where Aa is the area of the piezoelectric actuator, and As is the area of 
the plate. Figure 5.2 shows the impulse response functions corresponding to the 
approximation and the exact solution for Aa / As = 0.25.
Similar to the equation (3.24) for the beam case, equation (5.35) shows that the 
effectiveness of the piezoelectric actuators depends upon the local modal curvature where 
the actuators are placed, which is different in actuation mechanism from the generalized 
point force actuators whose effectiveness is related to the mode deflections. This is an 
important distinction which will significantly affect the placement consideration for 
different types of actuators in the applications o f vibration control.
mJtx. mJtx,
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Figure 5.1 Error of the approximation for a rectangular plate 
(Center of the piezoelectric actuator: (0.5m, 0.3m))
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of impulse response functions for a rectangular plate
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CHAPTER VI 
STATE-SPACE REPRESENTATION OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS
The vibration equations for beam and plate are transferred into State-Space in order to 
apply modem control methods. The transfer functions are calculated using State-Space 
matrices to verify the derivation of equations by comparison with the results from the 
preceding chapters.
6.1 General Form of State-Space Representation of Dynamic Systems
A governing equation of motion of n degree of freedom dynamic system can be written 
as [ 1 2 ]:
[A f]{ y } + [* ]{ y } = { F }  (6-1)
where [m ] : the n x n  mass matrix,
[AT] : the n x n stiffness matrix,
{v} : the n x 1  displacement vector,
{F} : the n x 1  point force vector.
If the mode vectors are mass normalized, i.e.:
[O f  [Af ][<!>]=[/] (6.2)
(6-3)
where [d>] : the n x  n mode matrix.
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[ /]  : the n x n  identical matrix,
[ n 2J : the n x n  frequency matrix, 
which have the following forms respectively:
[<*>]=[&} -  &,} k } ] (6.4)
[/]= (6.5)
co:




C0 : the i th natural frequency.
Transformation of coordinates of equation (6.1) into modal coordinates:
{y }=[*]{'?} (6-7)
{y }=[<•>]{?} (6 .8 )
leads to:
qi +cofqi = f i (6-9)
where q. : the i th modal displacement,
/ .  : the i th modal force which has the form:




{ f } = M { F }  (6.10)
If the damping of the system is under consideration, equation (6.9) can be modified by 
adding a damping term as:
q, + 2 £,<b, qt + (Of q, =  / ,  (6 . 1 1 )
where is the modal damping ratio.
Re-write equation (6.11) as:
q, =-2£>,<?, -(Ofq, + / ,
and add another equation:
(Otq, =(0,4,
Equations (6 .12) and (6.13) can be combined to:
' - 2  £ > ,  -co,
0
For the whole system with n degree of freedom, the equation in state-space becomes:
x = Ax + Bu (6.15)
where:
X = [?i (Oxq , ••• qn COnq J  (616>
(6.17)
" - 2 C,ty, ~(Ot 
0 ); 0  




q, 7 , '






(6 .1 9 )
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(6 .2 0 )
(6 .2 1 )
The B matrix in equation (6.20) holds for point force inputs. The equation (6.7) can be 
re-written as:
y = C x
where y is the output vector.





A standard state-space representation is expressed as:
x = Ax + Bu 
y = Cx + Du
Laplace Transform o f the equations (6.25) and (6.26) yields to:
sx(s) = Ax(s) + Bu(s)
y(s) = Cx(s) + Du(s)
Solve equation (6.27) for x (s):
x(s) = ( s I -A )  Bu(s)
Substimting equation (6.29) into equation (6.28) gives:
y(s) = C(sl -  A ) - 1  Bu(s) + Du(s)








= [C(sl -  A) B + D] u(s) (6.30)
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The transfer function matrix between the control force u(s) and response y(s) is thus
written as:
[ H ( s ) ] = ^ -  = C(sl -  A ) ' 1 B + D 
u(s)
(6.31)
6.2 State-Space Representation fo r a  Cantilevered Beam
For a cantilevered beam with piezoelectric actuator, the control force is approximately 
proportional to the second derivative of the mode shapes. The control input u  is:
u  = Va{t) (6.32)
The B matrix in equation (6.15) becomes:




where Ca is the geometric constant of the beam defined by equation (3.3) and Ax is the 
length of the piezoelectric actuator.
Substituting equations (6.17), (6.18), (6.24), and (6.33) into equation (6.31) with D = [o], 
the transfer function matrix between the control force and the response is found as:
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[ H ( 5 ) ] = C ( s I - A ) - ‘B
{0 } ... {0 }
co, (O.
s +  2 £ , g ), co1 t I
-CO,
s + 2£nO>n a>„ 
-co . s
(~Ca Ax)
d~<t> i U 0)
o)
= -C_ Ar
& U )} dVi ( fo) k u ) }
p)
dx2
s 2 + 2£ lo)ls + ca2 s2 + 2£ncons + (o2
(634>
Equation (6.34) is consistent with equation (3.24) except for the addition o f  damping and 
the truncation o f the number of modes to n.
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6 3  State-Space Representation for a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate
The vibration equations of a simply supported rectangular plate are derived in Chapter IV 
and Chapter V. Comparing equation (6.15) to equation (5.32), the control input u and B 
matrix in equation (6.15) can be written as:







^  a 2 0,(£,t7) , ^  d 2 0,(£,77) . ^  d> ,(^77) 
* dx- "  dxdy ' dy’-
0





where Aa is the area of the piezoelectric actuator: Cx, C „ , C are constants relating
piezoelectric field and bending moments, which are defined by equation (4.7).
Substituting equations (6.17), (6.18), (6.24) and (6.36) into equation (6.31) with D = [o], 
the transfer function matrix between the control force and the response is found as:




f a l  U » y ) }  r _ i  f y n ( x * y ) }
O), {0 } CO.
s + 2  G),
-CO,
-I
s + 2£ma>m con 
-co . s
■A.
c  (£»*?) { 2C  3 2 0i(g.y?) [ c  d \ ( £ ’n)
1 dxz dxdy y dyz
0
c  d z<f>n(£,ri) | ^ c  d z<f>n(£,tj) | c  d 2 0 n (£’*?)
x dxz dxdy ' dyz
0
fc (x .,)}{c, + 2c » t e ! +c, M s 4
-  *  S ------------ 1 -------- ^ (6. 37)
S-+2Cia>ls + a>r
Equation (6.37) is consistent with Equation (5.35) except for the addition of damping and 
the truncation of the number of modes to rt.
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CHAPTER VII 
APPLICATION OF H 2 AND H „  CONTROL THEORIES
The modem approach to characterizing closed-Ioop performance is to evaluate the value 
of various matrix norms [3]. Matrix norms provide a measure of how large output signals 
can get for certain classes of input signals. The use of matrix norms as performance 
objectives is the main thrust of recent optimal control theory, such as H 2 and H_ 
optimal control.
Figure 7.1 is a block diagram of a closed-Ioop feedback control system [10], where
G Open-loop Frequency Response Function,
K : Feedback control gain matrix,
u Control input,
y : Observed output,
wd External inputs including disturbances,
Z Error output.
This system can be described by the following form of State-Space equation:
X "A B X
_y_ c D u
and the open-loop Frequency Response Function H(s)  is related to the State-Space 
equation (7.1) as:
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Figure 7.1 Block diagram of a closed-Ioop feedback control system
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f f ( j )  = C ( s I - A ) - lB + D (7.2)
This is equation (6.31).
In order to optimize the control system, a performance index, or cost function, is needed 
to evaluate the system. In this research, two of the most popular performance measures, 
H 2 and / / _ ,  are used as references to develop proposed index.
7.1 H 2 Control
The H 2 norm of a system H  is defined as [43]:
where: H(jat)  is the Frequency Response Function and Tr[»] is the trace operator. The
physical interpretation is that the H 2 norm is the RMS output when all the input is driven
by independent white noise input signals. H 2 optimal control theory was studied
extensively in the 1960’s as the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) optimal control 
problem [3].
For the system described by State-Space equation (7.1), the H 2 norm of the system is:
||tf | | 2  :=[ T r  ^[_HU<o)H 'U<o)dCD
\ /
(7.3)
|tf||2 =V Tr[C X C r ] (7.4)
where X is the solution to the Lyapunov equation:
AX + XAr + BBr =0 (7.5)
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12, H_ Control
The norm of a system H  is defined as [10]:
m l  SUP GnaxlHi jCO)] (7.6)
maximum singular value) 
where H(jco) is the Frequency Response Function. The physical meaning of the / /_  
norm can be stated as the maximal output energy for all inputs with unit energy [28]. For 









- C rC — A r
(7.8)
where y  is a positive number. The calculation is an iteration procedure to find the
maximum singular value of the transfer matrix G by adjusting the y  value.
7.3 Comparison of H , and Norms for Beam and Plate
The definitions of H 2 and H_ norms are given by equation (7.3) and equation (7.6) 
respectively. Finding the relationship between those two norms is beyond the scope of 
this research. For the purpose o f this research, however, a convenient index, which 
should be consistent with those two widely used indices, is to be developed. Thus a
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cantilevered beam and a simply supported rectangular plate are used as case studies to 
verify the proposed index.
73.1 H z an d  H_ Norms fo r a  Cantilevered Beam
The cantilevered beam has the following parameters:
Young’s modulus: £• = 1.95x10" ( N / m 2)
Volumetric mass density: p  =7700 ( k g / m 3)
Length £  = 1 (m)
Width: b = 0.025 (m)
Thickness: h = 0.003 (m)
The beam is clamped at x  =  0 and free at x = L . The /3,£ values and natural frequencies 
of the first six modes are listed in table 7.1:







Table 7.1 /?,£ values and natural frequencies of a cantilevered beam
The corresponding mode shapes and their derivatives are plotted in figure 7.2 to figure 
7.7. It can be seen that for all six modes the deflections have maximum values at the
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Figure 7.2 1st mode and its derivatives of a cantilevered beam
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Figure 7.3 2nd mode and its derivatives o f a cantilevered beam
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Figure 7.4 3rd mode and its derivatives of a cantilevered beam
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Figure 7.5 4th mode and its derivatives of a cantilevered beam
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Figure 7.6 5th mode and its derivatives o f a cantilevered beam
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Figure 7.7 6 th mode and its derivatives of a cantilevered beam
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Figure 7.8 H 2 norm of single mode model 
(Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 7.9 H _ norm of single mode model 
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Figure 7.10 Comparison of H 2 and H _ norms for three mode model 
of a cantilevered beam (Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 7.11 Comparison of H , and H _ norms for six mode model 
of a  cantilevered beam (Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 7.12 Comparison of H 2 and //_  norms for three mode model 
with fixed sensor location (x = 0 .6 m)
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Figure 7.13 Comparison of H 2 and H _ norms for six mode model 
with fixed sensor location (x = 0 .6 m)
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free end while the maximum curvatures are found at the clamped end. This is obviously 
due to the boundary conditions of the structure.
Figures 7.8, 7.9 are H 2 and norms for single mode model, i.e., only one mode is 
included in the system. The sensor and actuator are collocated. The indices appear to be 
identical except for difference in scales for all three modes. For placement problems the 
relative index, rather than absolute value, is of interest. Normalizing the norms by setting 
the maximum value to unity, H 2 and H_ norms appear to be exactly same for these 
single mode cases.
Comparisons are also made for beam models with first three modes and first six modes 
respectively, as shown in figures 7.10, 7.11. The sensor and actuator are collocated too. 
In both figures, H 2 and H_ norms have the same tendency in so far as both norms reach 
their maximum and minimum values at the same points. Both indices monotonically- 
increase from x  =  0 to x = 0.5m , and monotonically-decrease from x  = 0.5m to x  = lm . 
The results in figures 7.8 to 7.11 are obtained for collocated sensor/actuator cases. For 
fixed sensor location (x  = 0.6m), similar tendency is also found between H 2 and H„ 
norms, as shown in figure 7.12 for the three mode model and figure 7.13 for six mode 
model.
7.3.2 H 2 and H _ Norms o f a  Simply Supported Plate
The simply supported plate has the following parameters:
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Young’s modulus: £  = 1.95x10" ( N I m 2)
Volumetric mass density: p  =7700 ( k g / m 3)
Poisson’s ratio: v =0.3
Width in x  direction: a = 1 (m)
Width in y direction: £> = 0 . 6 (m)
Thickness: h =  0.003 (m)
The first six natural frequencies are listed in table 7.2:
i m n f . (Hz)
1 1 1 27.111
2 2 1 48.639
3 3 1 84.521
4 1 2 86.913
5 2 2 108.442
6 4 I 134.755
Table 7.2 Natural frequencies of a simply supported rectangular plate 
The corresponding mode shape and its derivatives are shown in figures 7.14 to 7.19. 
Assuming a monolithic piezoelectric patch actuator is used, i.e. CI = C and Cn. = 0  in
equation (6.36), H z and //_  norms are calculated. Just as in the beam case, the H 2 and 
H„ norms for single mode models appear to be exactly same if the maximum values of 
both indices are set to unity. The H 2 and H„  norms for three mode and six mode 
models are shown in figure 7.20 and figure 7.21 respectively, in which the 77, norm is 
offset by 2  for clarity.
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Figure 7.14 1 st mode and its derivatives of a simply supported plate
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Figure 7.15 2nd mode and its derivatives of a simply supported plate
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Figure 7.16 3rd mode and its derivatives of a simply supported plate
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Figure 7.17 4th mode and its derivatives of a simply supported plate











Figure 7.18 5th mode and its derivatives of a simply supported plate





Figure 7.19 6 th mode and its derivatives of a simply supported plate
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Figure 7.20 Comparison of H 2 and norms for three mode model 
of a simply supported plate (Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 7.21 Comparison of H 2  and norms for six mode model
of a simply supported plate (Collocated sensor and actuator)
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In both cases, H 2 and H„ norms have good agreement over the entire plate and the 
maximum value is found at the center of the plate.
73 3  H 2 an d  H_  Norms Versus Volume F raction  vf  and Orientation
of Piezoelectric Fiber 9 fo r a  Simply Supported Plate
The piezoelectric fiber and epoxy matrix have the following material properties:
PZT fiber
Young’s modulus: £ p = 6 x l 0 1 0  ( N / m 2)
Poisson’s ratio: v  =0.3
P
Shear modulus: Qp = 2 .3 1 x l0 10 ( N / m 2)
Strain-to-voltage constant: d 2l = d i2 =  -2 .73 x  10-I° (m/V)
Epoxy
Young’s modulus: £ e = 2 .7x 109  ( N / m 2)
Poisson’s ratio: v e = 0.3
Shear modulus: Ge = 1.04x109 ( N / m 2)
The collocated point sensor and piezoelectric fiber actuator is located at (0.367m, 0.22m). 
A single mode model, with the first, second, and third mode, is used to study the 
effectiveness of the actuator. Figure 7.22, 7.23, and 7.24 show that the H 2 and H_  
norms increase with the increase of volume fraction of PZT fiber while the optimal
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Figure 7.22 H 2 and norms of the 1st mode versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 9 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.23 H z and H„ norms of the 2nd mode versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.24 H z and H_  norms of the 3rd mode versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.25 H 2 and H _ norms of a three mode model versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 9 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.26 H 2 and H„ norms of a six mode model versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 9 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.27 H 2 and norms of the 1st mode versus orientation of
piezoelectric fiber 9 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367/n, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.28 H z and H_  norms of the 2nd mode versus orientation of
piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m,  0.22m))
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Figure 7.29 H z and H_  norms of the 3rd mode versus orientation of
piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.30 H 2 and H_  norms of a three mode model versus orientation of
piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 7.31 H 2 and H„ norms of a six mode model versus orientation of
piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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orientation of the PZT fiber varies with the different modes, and is independent of the 
volume fraction of PZT fiber. H 2 and H_  norms have very good agreement over the 
entire plate. These properties can also be seen through the indices for three and six mode 
model in figures 7.25 and 7.26. Figures 7.27 to 7.31 are 2-D figures with fixed volume 
fraction (v f  =0 .25 , 0.5, and 0.75). The optimal orientations for each case are listed in 
table 7.3.
System 1 st mode 2 nd mode 3rd mode 1-3 modes 1 - 6  modes
Optimal 9 1 0 0 32 148 98 98
Table 7.3 Optimal orientation 9  (Degree) for piezoelectric fibers 
The optimal orientations for three and six mode models are same and close to the optimal 
value for the first mode. This shows that the system is dominated by low order modes, 
especially, the first mode.
7.3.4 Comparison of Monolithic Piezoelectric Patch and Piezoelectric 
Fiber Actuators in Control o f Twisting Mode
Equation (5.31) indicates that the modal control force of a control voltage is proportional
to the modal curvature C, 3 ~<Vf,y) + 2 C_. 30^ , y) +C.. 3~e'(*--v). Constants C_, C v, and C_x xy axtfy > jy -  x 7 y ’ x>
are defined in equation (4.7). For monolithic piezoelectric patch actuator, Cx = Cy and 
C„  = 0 . If a monolithic piezoelectric patch actuator is located at a point where 
3  ^ ; 'v) = 3  <V ;' V> = 0 , the actuator will not be able to control the system. If a piezoelectric 
fiber actuator is used, however, control force can be applied to the system through the 
twisting term 2C„ 3  ^ ; y>. This is the case when a piezoelectric actuator is placed at the
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center of a simply supported plate to control the 5th mode shown in figure 7.18. Figure 
7.32 to 7.35 shows the H 2 and norms versus volume fraction v f  and orientation of
piezoelectric fiber 8 with different collocated sensor and actuator locations. If the 
location is close to the center o f the structure, the H z and norms have maximum 
values corresponding to optimal volume fraction v f  and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 
8  as listed in table 7.4:
Location Optimal vf Optimal 6 Q at the 2 nd peak
(0.475m, 0.285m) 0.833 135 45
(0.45m, 0.27m) 0.867 133 43
(0.425m, 0.255m) 0.9 131 41
Table 7.4 Optimal volume fraction v f  and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 (Degree)
Figures 7.36 to 7.38 are 2D plots to show the optimal orientations. For all the cases listed 
in the table 7.4, piezoelectric fiber actuators demonstrate better performance than that of 
monolithic piezoelectric patch actuators, in terms of the H z and H_  norms. If the 
location of the sensor and actuator is far enough from the center of the plate, as shown in 
figure 7.35, monolithic patch ( vf  =  1) is more effective than piezoelectric fiber actuator, 
which is also verified in figures 7.22 to 7.26.
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Figure 7.32 H 2 and H_  norms of the 5th mode versus volume fraction vf
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.475m, 0.285m))
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Figure 7.33 H 2 and H_ norms of the 5th mode versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.45m, 0.27m))
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Figure 7.34 H 2 and H_  norms of the 5th mode versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.425m, 0.255m))
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Figure 7.35 H 2 and H „ norms of the 5th mode versus volume fraction
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 9 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.4m, 0.24m))
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Figure 7.36 H z and H_  norms of the 5th mode versus 
orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.475m, 0.285m))
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orientation of piezoelectric fiber 6 
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CHAPTER Vm
PROPOSED INDEX FOR PLACEMENT OF PIEZOELECTRIC
ACTUATOR
In the preceding chapter, the H z and H _ norms of a cantilevered beam and a simply 
supported plate were studied. For collocated sensor/actuator placement, comparison of 
the indices was made through single mode model, three mode model, and six mode 
model for beam and plate cases. In the case of non-collocated sensor/actuator, beam 
index was used to verify the agreement of both norms. For application of piezoelectric ' 
fiber actuator, a plate case study shows good agreement between H 2 and norms 
versus volume fraction and orientation of the PZT fiber. These case studies uncover the 
similarity between the results of two popularly used norms, which implies the possibility 
of deriving a simple index based on one theory and with good agreement to both norms.
8.1 Proposed V Index
The definition of / / ,  norm is in equation (7.3) which is for a MIMO system. For a SISO 
system, the equation can be simplified as:
£  H {jco)H ' (jco)do) (8.1)
Note that:
(8.2)
In general, a transfer function can be written as [12]:
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H ( J^  = ± ^ ± 1
— 0)~ + / 2
o : '’(x, ) cd;o>(x0 )
= l - 0 0   j l C t C O ,C O  +  ( O ’
(8.3)
where <t>'' ( x ,) and O ' (x 0 ) are mode shape related functions. Institution of 
equations (8.2), (8.3) into equation (8.1) results in:
^ " ( x . X ^ X o )




Note that function O ' '(x ,)  and OJ *(x0 ) are independent o f frequency ox Thus each
term o f the summation will remain after the integration over frequency range. 
Approximately write equation (8.4) as:
H\\ = < '< * „ )2n  | 1=1
IX o^ xJO ^ X o) (8.5)
where K , is a constant to be determined, and -==- can combine with K ,. The parameter 
Kt is a constant which determines the contribution of each mode to the global index. In 
many control cases the lower order modes are dominant in the system if the system is 
excited by a broadband disturbance force. The / / ,  and H x norms for three and six mode 
model o f beam and plate also show that first mode has the largest contribution. Therefore 
a simple expression for K, is suggested as:
* , = - V
( O '
(8-6)
To ensure the contribution o f each mode is accumulated, move the absolute operator into 
the summation operator and the proposed index for a n mode system is finally written as:
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(8.7)
8.2 Index for a Cantilevered Beam
Equation (8.7) is used to predict the index for the beam described in the previous chapter. 
For the beam with a piezoelectric actuator:
The V indices for single mode models appear to be identical with the H : and H m norms.
For the same system with fixed sensor location, the V index is shown in figures 8.3 and 
8.4. The overall agreement of the proposed index with H 2 and H x norms can be found 
through all these cases.
8.3 Index for a Simply Supported Rectangular Plate
In the plate case with a piezoelectric actuator, as derived in equation (6.37), the 
O'/’fx,) and <bl°'(x0 ) have the following forms:
(8.8)
(8.9)
In figures 8 . 1  and 8 .2 . comparisons are made for three mode model and six mode model.
(8.11)
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Figure 8.1 V index for three mode model o f a cantilevered beam 
(Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 8.2 V index for six mode model of a cantilevered beam 
(Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 8.3 V index for three mode model of a cantilevered beam 
with fixed sensor location (x  =  0 .6 m)
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Figure 8.4 V index for six mode model of a cantilevered beam 
with fixed sensor location (x = 0 .6 m)
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In figures 8.5 and 8 .6 . comparisons are made for three mode model and six mode model. 
As shown in the proceeding chapter. H z norm and H x norm agree with each other for 
all these cases. To indicate the results clearly, only H z norm is used as reference. The 
agreement between the proposed V index and H 2 norm are verified through all the 
figures.
For piezoelectric fiber actuators with collocated point sensors, the V index retains the 
property exhibited by H 2 and H x norms, that the orientation o f PZT fiber has an 
optimal value which is associated with different mode shape and independent to volume 
fraction of the fiber. The optimal angle o f the fiber matches the values by H z and H x 
norms exactly, as shown in figure 8.7 to figure 8.9.
8.4 Remarks on the Proposed V  Index
A piezoelectric actuator is used to derive the equations. By using equation (6.22) with 
equations (6.23) and (6.24), it is assumed that the sensor is of the displacement type. In 
an actual application, the actuator could be a point force exciter and the sensor could be 
of piezoelectric type. Figure 8.10 shows a sequence from input (control voltage Va) to 
output (sensed signal Vs) associated with equations (6.25) and (6.26).
The (D '/^x,) and <Dj0 )(x 0 ) in equation (8.7) are associated with B matrix and C
matrix respectively. If the sensor is of the piezoelectric type, the output voltage signal is 
proportional to the curvature o f the sensor location [1, 14. 37]. On the other hand, if the
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actuator is a  point force shaker, the effectiveness o f the control force depends upon the 
mode shape instead o f curvature. Thus the conclusion in table 8.1 can be made for choice 
o f O ^ ’fx ,) and d>!0 )(x0 ) functions:
Point type Piezoelectric type
Actuator: Beam £ ( * / ) <?V i xf i &
O '/ 'fx .) Plate c : t,  ( r. , 1 , 1 c :«t i x . ~  *.".>/> 
* cr; *> i n  L v
Sensor: Beam c'«. < 1
Bx~
Plate <PXx0 . y 0 ) Q | < xo  > j Q ^ , { x n .y0 ) 1 cx* dxdy > <5y-
Table 8.1 Choice of O '/ ’fx ,)  and cD|°'(x0 )
If x, = x 0 . the result is given for a collocated sensor/actuator case. If either x, or x Q is 
fixed, the index shows the effectiveness corresponding to choice o f placement for sensor 
or actuator respectively.
The mode shapes and their derivatives can be calculated analytically for simple 
structures, or by Finite Element Method for arbitrarily shaped structures [24,25,44].
Similar to the H z and Hx indices, the proposed V index takes care of the overall 
performance o f the control systems. If the point sensor/actuator is used, and the control of 
some particular mode is desired, one should ensure the controllability and observability 
o f the systems [15. 19].
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Figure 8.5 V  index for three mode model of a simply supported plate 
(Collocated sensor and actuator)
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Figure 8.7 V index of the 1st mode versus volume fraction v ,
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber d 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 8 . 8  V index of the 2nd mode versus volume fraction v
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber 0 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 8.9 V  index of the 3rd mode versus volume fraction v
and orientation of piezoelectric fiber Q 
(Collocated sensor and actuator at (0.367m, 0.22m))
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Figure 8.10 Control system sequence
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CHAPTER IX
CONCLUSIONS
An equation is derived to model the piezoelectric actuators incorporation with flexible 
structures- This equation eliminates the discontinuity problems occurring in conventional 
calculation of the actuation force, which must be solved by incorporating the 
piezoelectric actuators into the structures using Finite Element Method. This equation 
also permits the comparison of the performance indices over the entire structure for a 
piezoelectric actuator with fixed area, which is unachievable if the Finite Elements 
Method is used for complicated structures.
An index has been developed for placement o f the piezoelectric actuator for control of 
vibration of a flexible structure. This index is derived from the definition of / / ,  norm. 
Both piezoelectric patch and piezoelectric fiber actuators are used to verify the 
effectiveness o f the proposed index. A cantilevered beam and a simply supported 
rectangular plate are utilized as the dynamic structure with surface bonded piezoelectric 
actuator. Finally H z and norms are taken as references to validate the proposed 
index.
The comparison of / / ,  and H x norms shows good agreement for beam and plate 
models with single, three, and six modes. The comparison o f H 2 and H x norms is also 
made for a cantilevered beam with fixed sensor location, and a simply supported plate
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with a piezoelectric fiber actuator. Agreement between those two norms as well as the 
proposed index is demonstrated through all the cases.
The proposed index has a concise form, which requires only the natural frequencies and 
corresponding mode shapes to calculate the index. Since these modal parameters are 
available either by analytical method or via experiment, the proposed method has solved 
the problem in derivation of the equations for an arbitrarily shaped structure with 
incorporated piezoelectric actuator. The method also overcomes the difficulty in handling 
large structures because of the simplicity of the calculation.
The proposed index is valid for either point or distributed sensors or actuators. 
Application of the method for different combinations of sensors and actuators has been 
discussed.
The piezoelectric fiber actuator, which is able to supply anisotropic control actuation to 
the structure, has an optimal fiber orientation, which is related to different structures, but 
independent of the volume fraction of the PZT fibers. Piezoelectric fiber actuator with 
volume fraction vf  < 1  creates twisting moment, which has better performance than that 
of a monolithic piezoelectric patch actuator in control of twisting mode.
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